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Art team

Miss Mohammed is our Art Leader at Claycots



The vision for Art
At Claycots, we envision Art as a way for students to explore and express their creativity, imagination, and emotions. 
We believe that Art is not just a standalone subject but an essential part of a well-rounded education.

Our Art program aims to foster a love of art in all its forms, including painting, drawing, sculpture, and mixed media. 
We want to create a safe and supportive environment where students feel free to experiment and take risks, without 
fear of judgment or failure.

We believe that Art is an excellent vehicle for developing critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Our Art curriculum 
encourages students to observe, analyse, and interpret their surroundings and translate their observations into artistic 
creations. 

Our art program is inclusive and culturally responsive, celebrating the diversity of our students' backgrounds and 
experiences. We want to expose them to a variety of artistic styles and techniques, as well as the work of artists from 
different cultures and time periods. We believe that art is a powerful tool for building empathy and understanding, and 
we want our students to appreciate and respect different perspectives and ways of life.

In summary, our vision for Art at our school is to provide students with a rich and meaningful Art education that 
develops their creativity, critical thinking, and empathy. We want to create a lifelong appreciation for Art and its role in 
enhancing their personal and academic growth.



Subject Intent
The Art curriculum at Claycots

At Claycots, we intend to provide all our pupils with a rich and engaging art curriculum that is fully aligned with the 
aims and purpose of the National Curriculum for Art as set out above and will:

 Provide pupils with regular opportunities to visit art exhibitions and galleries - so they can develop confidence 
and joy in looking at and appreciating art 

 Enable pupils to study real life artists – to help inspire pupils and start to provide an understanding of the 
careers and art activities they could develop and pursue 

 Support pupils to further explore and develop their interest and passion for art beyond the school day, 
including through events and by taking part of community art events / competitions and exhibitions

 Make sure pupils’ art is displayed and celebrated within and beyond the school environment – e.g., the school 
website, exhibitions. 

 Expose pupils to the art of / from different cultures and learn about a diverse range of artists, crafts people and 
designers –including women, those from a range of ethnic backgrounds, those with disabilities, and those who 
are LGBT+ - to help pupils develop their understanding of different cultures, diversity, and equalities. 



Subject Implementation
The teaching and implementation of the Art Curriculum at Claycots Primary School is based on the National Curriculum and is directly 
related to various termly topics. For instance, when learning about Ancient Greece in Year 5 the children create observational 
drawings of Ancient Greek vases and create clay vases based on Ancient Greek designs. Therefore, our Art topics are linked to our 
Creative Curriculum themes and are delivered in a stand-alone lesson. These cross-curriculum links ensure that our Art lessons are 
memorable as well as purposeful. At Claycots, we also ensure that our art lessons are flexible and creative processes that ensure 
equal access to all pupils of different needs, abilities, and backgrounds. 

Our Art curriculum allows children to develop their skills through using a variety of different medias and materials. Our children are 
taught the skills of drawing, sketching, painting, using textiles, craft making and 3D modelling. Pupils have the opportunity to explore 
many famous artists throughout history and often our art lessons are based around observing and evaluating artists’ work. 

At Claycots, we use Access Art for resources and lesson planning, which helps us to create inspiring, enjoyable lessons. The children 
utilise sketchbooks to record their original ideas and thoughts. Sketchbooks are used regularly to encourage creativity, 
experimentation and they allow children to continuously develop their sketching skills and techniques of using shapes, lines and
colour. 

There are enrichment activities where the children can build on their love of learning for art, through trips and experiences, such as 
visits to museums, places of worship and local areas. In addition, we celebrate the children’s work by displaying their artwork in our 
classrooms, around the school, within our newsletters, in assemblies and on the school website. Children also work hard on pieces of 
art that are used as props for our school plays.
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How we measure progress

• Sketch book looks

• Observing progress and final outcomes

• Lesson observations/drops ins to ensure lessons match the learning intentions and planning documents

• Regular check ins with teachers who are planning Art and feedback from lessons taught

• Crit lessons at the end of topics to encourage students to share their final outcomes and provide feedback to 
each other on their artwork, helping them develop their critical thinking and evaluation skills.



Visits and experiences
Visits
• Year 5 trip to the British Museum as a part of their Ancient Greece topic - the children can view the 

Ancient Greek exhibit and create drawings of different statues.
• Year 2 trip to Windsor Castle as a part of their topic on Fire and Dragons – the children will stop at 

certain points in the castle to create observational drawings. 
• Year 3 trip to Marwell Zoo as a part of their topic on Animals – the children complete observational 

drawings of different animals throughout the year and sketch real life drawings of animals they spot in 
the zoo.

Experiences
• Art exhibition for our Coronation day (2023)
• The Big Draw for Black History Month
• Our children have the opportunity to compete in different Art competitions throughout the year



Examples of learning
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Sketchbooks examples:



Pupil voice

What our children say about Art:

Children were asked: Do you enjoy Art? Why?

“I love drawing pictures and 
using all the colours of the 
rainbow” (Year 1)

“I like when we paint in Art 
lessons, and I love learning 
about different artists” 
(Year 4)

“I enjoy Art lessons at 
school because there are no 
wrong answers and 
everything you create is 
unique to you” (Year 6)



Pupil voice

What our children say about Art:

Children were asked: Do you enjoy Art? Why?

“I love Art lessons and I 
like to draw, colour and 
paint” (Year 2)

“Art lessons help me to 
escape from the world” 
(Year 5)

“I like how creative you can 
be in Art, and I love making 
sculptures” (Year 3)


